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Abstract 

This study tackles “Ghaiat Alamal fi Sharhu Aljumal” (The Utmost of Hope in 

Sentences Explanation) by Ibn Baziza in order to identify his objections with 

Ibn Kharuf as well as collecting the topics and studying them through 

surveying the scholars’ opinions about them in order to achieve the scientific 

benefit depending on the inductive analytic descriptive method following if 

possible the way of approximation and preference as well as syncretisng 

opinions. In addition, the study aims at highlighting the critical character 

distinguishing Ibn Baziza in this study. The study consists of a preface 

including identification of Ibn Baziza and his book “Ghaiat Alamal fi Sharhu 

Aljumal” (The Utmost of Hope in Sentences Explanation) and identification 

with Ibn Kharuf and “Aljomal” book (sentences) and its author, two chapters; 

the first chapter discusses the objection topics. The second chapter clarifies the 

method followed by Ibn Baziza in his objections on Ibn Kharuf and classifies 

the topics into fundamental caring with syntax and semantic concerning with 

meaning and utterances meanings as well as other topics of syntax, tools, 

proofs upon which Ibn Baziza depended in his objections. The importance of 

the study lies in the variety of objection cases as well as including a large 

section of syntax chapters. In addition, there is a scientific benefit from 

studying the objections that include argument, discussions, and debate 

depending on evidence and proofs based o syntax basis. It is obvious that it is 

enlarges thought and widens perceptions. The study of a scholar’s objections 

on another scholar is a precedent idea in modern syntax studies as objection 

cases were studies by more than a researcher. Thus, this study is unique for its 

study methodology in dealing with Ibn Baziza’s objection cases on Ibn Kharuf 

in specific syntax topic in particular as it is unprecedented study. This study 

shows that both Ibn Baziza and Ibn Kharuf were scholars in Arabic language in 

investigation and explanations through their opinions and wideness in syntax 

and other sciences. 


